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Presentation Notes
Hello… I am Stephen Donofrio and serve as an Advisor to Supply Change, which is a project of Forest Trends Ecosystem Marketplace, developed in collaboration with CDP and WWF. First, let me express my most appreciative thanks to RSPO for the opportunity to be here today. We at Supply Change value these opportunities to share our work with companies, NGOs, investors and other relevant stakeholders, and encourage you all to explore the Supply Change platform, which can be accessed at www.supply-change.org.  We welcome you to engage with us to share your perspectives and provide feedback (positive, and yes of course…also critical). We are also very interested in how your organizations can collaborate with us. And if you’re one of the 250 companies that we’ll be profiling during our beta phase, then let’s find some time to schedule a pre-launch preview of your company’s profile. At Forest Trends, the convening organization behind Supply Change, we believe there are three things that enable a culture of continually improving environmental performance.transparency, accountability and data So, working collaboratively with CDP, formerly known as the Carbon Disclosure Project, Ecosystem Marketplace and WWF, we have built Supply Change in an effort to: raise awareness of the value of publicly committing to removing deforestation from corporate value chains (and to do this through standardized reporting mechanism such as CDP), enable companies to achieve the attention they deserve from making such commitments; and,to pull together all public sources of company produced information to provide real-time news, data and analysis that catalogues and contextualizes global progress towards achieving commitments related to the production or sourcing of commodities with reduced ecological impacts.  What you’ll find on supply-change.org is principally in three buckets:aggregated commodity market data and analysis, commodity specific data and analysis, and company profiles detailing and visualizing their commitments towards more responsible and sustainable sourcing or production of palm oil, soy, pulp & timber and cattle, as well as their publicly reported progress and corresponding policies that chart out how the company is working to achieve their commitments. We hope this project will inspire real progress in the form of new commitments to supply change and public disclosure of environmental performance, recognizing the collective benefits of a transparent marketplace.
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Visit the online tool: 
www.Supply-Change.org

SOURCE: Supply Change, a project of Forest Trends. 2016. www.supply-change.org
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Supply Change Reports, Articles & Data: 
www.Supply-Change.org
www.ecosystemmarketplace.com

Figure 2: Elements of a Typical Commitment
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Commitments feature common elements, defining 
targets and the procurement policies necessary to 
achieve them; and parameters such as timing & scope.  

Elements of a Typical Commitment

SOURCE: Supply Change, a project of Forest Trends. 2016. www.supply-change.org

Additional Metrics Coming Soon: 
• Protect biodiversity/wildlife, 
• Support smallholders, 
• Reduce GHG emissions from 

operations,
• Improve water management, 
• Improve waste management, 
• Improve soil management, 
• Improve fertilizer management, 
• Reduce pesticides or toxins, 
• Respect animal welfare, 
• Improve yields

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure displays the commitment level details that Supply Change is tracking.Will a commitment address multiple commodity liabilities or only one?Will it apply to some product lines or all of a company’s brands?Will it extend to suppliers?What is the target definition – zero, zero net, zero gross deforestation? Peatland? HCV? Etc?Does the company provide a timeline for its commitment and does it report publicly and transparently on its progress towards achieving that commitment?And finally, what are the procurement policies that the company is committed to?
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Palm, an estimated 60% of palm oil exports (approximately 16 million tons) have 
displaced forests in Indonesia and Malaysia since 2000. Palm oil is used in a variety of 
products, from snack foods to personal care products to biofuels and chemicals. While 
oil palm is the highest-yielding vegetable oil crop, plantation expansion has been 
linked to deforestation. The key products include palm fruit, crude palm oil, palm kernel 
oil, and palm oil derivatives.

SOURCE: Supply Change, a project of Forest Trends. 2016. www.supply-change.org
NOTE: above is based upon 204 entities profiled for palm

Figure 2: Elements of a Typical Commitment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This next figure is pulled from the palm commodity page of supply-change.org, which aggregates the individual company data we have researched. What we see here is:Zero Deforestation, Human Rights Protection and Sustainable / Responsible Sourcing are the most common commitment targets, with HCS, HCV and Peatland Protection not far behind. As the total number of companies profiled with palm oil pledges is 121, this could signal that these commitment criteria are typically bundled together.Certification dominates insofar as the procurement policies, with traceability trailing behind by nearly half and other such as Transparency and FPIC even further.But let’s see how this looks on a company by company comparison…

http://www.supply-change.org
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Geographic Representation, by HQ, of Companies 
with Palm Commitments, European and North 
American companies compose majority of commitments.  

SOURCE: Supply Change, a project of Forest Trends. 2016. www.supply-change.org
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Presentation Notes
This figure displays the commitment level details that Supply Change is tracking.Will a commitment address multiple commodity liabilities or only one?Will it apply to some product lines or all of a company’s brands?Will it extend to suppliers?What is the target definition – zero, zero net, zero gross deforestation? Peatland? HCV? Etc?Does the company provide a timeline for its commitment and does it report publicly and transparently on its progress towards achieving that commitment?And finally, what are the procurement policies that the company is committed to?
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Supply Chain Level, Manufacturers and Retailers lead.  

SOURCE: Supply Change, a project of Forest Trends. 2016. www.supply-change.org
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This figure displays the commitment level details that Supply Change is tracking.Will a commitment address multiple commodity liabilities or only one?Will it apply to some product lines or all of a company’s brands?Will it extend to suppliers?What is the target definition – zero, zero net, zero gross deforestation? Peatland? HCV? Etc?Does the company provide a timeline for its commitment and does it report publicly and transparently on its progress towards achieving that commitment?And finally, what are the procurement policies that the company is committed to?
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Palm Supply Chain Representation by Sector,
Consumer Goods and Business & Consumer Services 
lead significantly.

SOURCE: Supply Change, a project of Forest Trends. 2016. www.supply-change.org
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Viewing Individual Company Profiles, Free to access 
and easy to access.

SOURCE: Supply Change, a project of Forest Trends. 2016. www.supply-change.org
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This figure displays the commitment level details that Supply Change is tracking.Will a commitment address multiple commodity liabilities or only one?Will it apply to some product lines or all of a company’s brands?Will it extend to suppliers?What is the target definition – zero, zero net, zero gross deforestation? Peatland? HCV? Etc?Does the company provide a timeline for its commitment and does it report publicly and transparently on its progress towards achieving that commitment?And finally, what are the procurement policies that the company is committed to?
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Sifting and Benchmarking, navigate with specificity and 
purpose.

SOURCE: Supply Change, a project of Forest Trends. 2016. www.supply-change.org
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This figure displays the commitment level details that Supply Change is tracking.Will a commitment address multiple commodity liabilities or only one?Will it apply to some product lines or all of a company’s brands?Will it extend to suppliers?What is the target definition – zero, zero net, zero gross deforestation? Peatland? HCV? Etc?Does the company provide a timeline for its commitment and does it report publicly and transparently on its progress towards achieving that commitment?And finally, what are the procurement policies that the company is committed to?
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Sifting and Benchmarking, sort for specific commitment 
or policy criteria.

SOURCE: Supply Change, a project of Forest Trends. 2016. www.supply-change.org
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This figure displays the commitment level details that Supply Change is tracking.Will a commitment address multiple commodity liabilities or only one?Will it apply to some product lines or all of a company’s brands?Will it extend to suppliers?What is the target definition – zero, zero net, zero gross deforestation? Peatland? HCV? Etc?Does the company provide a timeline for its commitment and does it report publicly and transparently on its progress towards achieving that commitment?And finally, what are the procurement policies that the company is committed to?
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